INTARG TOUR 2018
CRACOW-CZESTOCHOWA UPLAND
ON THE TRAIL OF POLISH KINGS
22 june 2018
09:00 – assembly at the International Conference Center in Katowice
09:15 - Departure
20:00 - Return
The area between Cracow and Czestochowa, known also as Cracow-Czestochowa Upland is one of the most
beautiful places in Poland and it’s a real cradle of Polish culture. Picturesque, Silesian castles attract with their
charm thousands of visitors who would like to experience the atmosphere of medieval times.

BOBOLICE CASTLE
The Bobolice castle is located on a scenic, rocky hill. It is one of the most
famous fortresses lying along the Trail of the Eagles' Nests, in the center of
the Kraków-Częstochowa Upland. Built by Casimir the Great in XIVth century,
Bobolice castle was one of the most important fortresses. A colony was built
at the same time as castle. It was inhabited by merchants, craftsmen and
farmers. An Inn, a forge and a brewery were situated in the lower part of the
castle, where a vivid life passed by. Today castle areas are great place for
strolls, festivals and picnics. Amateurs of rocky sceneries love it for its calm
breath-taking views.

BIRÓW MOUNTAIN
Mount Birów rises 461 m above sea level. It is one of the characteristic hills in
the area of Podzamcze and Ogrodzieniec. The hill with a good view on the
surrounding area was already a Neolithic settlement. Especially, the top parts
of the hill, which form a depression surrounded by limestone outcrops, have
important defensive qualities. Today, we can see a reconstruction of the Slavic
settlement here.

PODZAMCZE. THE RUINS OF OGRODZIENIEC CASTLE IN PODZAMCZE.
Ogrodzieniec Castle is the largest castle of the Kraków-Częstochowa
Upland and, undoubtedly, one the most beautiful castles in Poland. It is
located on Mount Janowski at the heart of the Upland. Fantastic rock
formations, which were used to construct the castle, make the majestic
ruins even more picturesque. The castle is situated in the central part of
the Polish Upland and it is easy to get there. The red marked Eagles'
Nests Trail runs nearby. At the castle we will visit a museum, where an
exhibition on Polish history and castles is shown. Multiple historical
presentations in castle’s armormy and in a torture chamber will make
you feel an unique ambiance of the past. The museum’s exhibition will
interest both younger and mature guests.

LUNCH AT KNIGHT’S INN
Situated at the bottom of Podzamcze Castle, Knight’s Inn will make you feel
welcome with old-polish warm style of its interior. Cracking woods of
fireplace, traditional Polish cuisine(everything prepared at the spot) will take
you into fantastic adventure right in the middle of the magical past.

PARTICIPATION FEE:



Foreign exhibitors: one person per invention – free of charge
The rest: 200,00 PLN netto ( 50,00 € net)

